Software a r chitecture i s r eceiving increasingly attention as a critical design level for software systems. As software a r chitecture design resources (in the form of architectural specications) are going to be a c cumulated, the development of techniques and tools to support architectural understanding, testing, reengineering, maintenance, and reuse will become an important issue. This paper introduces a new form of slicing, named a r chitectural slicing, to aid architectural understanding and reuse. In contrast to traditional slicing, architectural slicing is designed t o o p erate on the architectural specication of a software system, rather than the source code of a program. Architectural slicing provides knowledge about the high-level structure of a software system, rather than the low-level implementation details of a program. In order to compute an architectural slice, we present the architecture information ow graph which can be used t o r epresent information ows in a software architecture. Based on the graph, we give a two-phase algorithm to compute an architectural slice.
Introduction
Software architecture is receiving increasingly attention as a critical design level for software systems [18] . The software architecture of a system denes its highlevel structure, exposing its gross organization as a collection of interacting components. A w ell-dened architecture allows an engineer to reason about system properties at a high level of abstraction. Architectural description languages (ADLs) are formal languages that can be used to represent the architecture of a software system. They focus on the high-level structure of the overall application rather than the implementation details of any specic source module. Recently, a n umber of architectural description languages have been proposed such a s W right [2] , Rapide [13] , UniCon [17] , and ACME [9] to support formal representation and reasoning of software architectures. As software architecture design resources (in the form of architectural specications) are going to be accumulated, the development of techniques to support software architectural understanding, testing, reengineering, maintenance and reuse will become an important issue.
One way to support software architecture develop-ment is to use slicing technique. Program slicing, originally introduced by W eiser [23] , is a decomposition technique which extracts program elements related to a particular computation. A program slice consists of those parts of a program that may directly or indirectly aect the values computed at some program point o f i n terest, referred to as a slicing criterion. The task to compute program slices is called program slicing. T o understand the basic idea of program slicing, consider a simple example in Figure 1 which shows: (a) a program fragment and (b) its slice with respect to the slice criterion (Total, 14) . The slice consists of only those statements in the program that might aect the value of variable Total at line 14. The lines represented by small rectangles are statements that have been sliced away. W e refer to this kind of slicing as traditional slicing to distinguish it from a new form of slicing introduced later. Traditional slicing has been studied primarily in the context of conventional programming languages [21] . In such languages, slicing is typically performed by using a control ow graph or a dependence graph [5, 12, 7, 16, 24, 25] . Traditional slicing has many applications in software engineering activities including program understanding [6] , debugging [1] , testing [3] , maintenance [8] , reuse [15] , reverse engineering [4] , and complexity measurement [16] .
Applying slicing technique to software architectures promises benet for software architecture development at least in two aspects. First, architectural understanding and maintenance should benet from slicing. When a maintainer wants to modify a component in a software architecture in order to satisfy new design requirements, the maintainer must rst investigate which components will aect the modied component and which components will be aected by the modied component. This process is usually called impact analysis. By slicing a software architecture, the maintainer can extract the parts of a software architecture containing those components that might aect, or be aected by, the modied component. The slicing tool which provides such information can assist the maintainer greatly. Second, architectural reuse should benet from slicing. While reuse of code is important, in order to make truly large gains in productivity and quality, reuse of software designs and patterns may oer the greater potential for return on investment. By slicing a software architecture, a sys- (a) A program fragment.
(b) a slice of (a). tem designer can extract reusable architectures from it, and reuse them into new system designs for which they are appropriate. While slicing is useful in software architecture development, existing slicing techniques for conventional programming languages can not be applied to architectural specications straightforwardly due to the following reasons. Generally, the traditional denition of slicing is concerned with slicing programs written in conventional programming languages which primarily consist of variables and statements, and the slicing notions are usually dened as (1) a slicing criterion is a pair (s, V) where s is a statement and V is a set of variables dened or used at s, and (2) a slice consists of only statements. However, in a software architecture, the basic elements are components and their interconnections, but neither variables nor statements as in conventional programming languages. Therefore, to perform slicing at the architectural level, new slicing notions for software architectures must be dened.
In this paper, we introduce a new form of slicing, named architectural slicing. In contrast to traditional slicing, architectural slicing is designed to operate on a formal architectural specication of a software system, rather than the source code of a conventional program. Architectural slicing provides knowledge about the high-level structure of a software system, rather than the low-level implementation details of a conventional program. Our purpose for development of architectural slicing is dierent from that for development of traditional slicing. While traditional slicing was designed originally for supporting source code level understanding and debugging of conventional programs, architectural slicing was primarily designed for supporting architectural level understanding and reuse of largescale software systems. However, just as traditional slicing has many other applications in software engineering activities, we believe that architectural slicing is also useful in other software architecture development activities including architectural testing, reverse engineering, reengineering, and complexity measurement.
Abstractly, our slicing algorithm takes as input a formal architectural specication (written in its associated architectural description language) of a software system, then it removes from the specication those components and interconnections between components which are not necessary for ensuring that the semantics of the specication of the software architecture is maintained. This benet allows unnecessary components and interconnections between components to be removed at the architectural level of the system which may lead to considerable space savings, especially for large-scale software systems whose architectures consist of numerous components. In order to compute an architectural slice, we present the architecture information ow graph which can be used to represent information ows in a software architecture. Based on the graph, we give a t wo-phase algorithm to compute an architectural slice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briey introduces how to represent a software architecture using Wright: an architectural description language. Section 3 shows a motivation example. Section 4 denes some notions about slicing software architectures. Section 5 presents the architecture information ow graph for software architectures . Section 6 gives a t wo-phase algorithm for computing an architectural slice. Section 7 discusses the related work. Concluding remarks are given in Section 8.
Software Architectural Specication in Wright
We assume that readers are familiar with the basic concepts of software architecture and architectural description language, and in this paper, we use Wright architectural description language [2] as our target language for formally representing software architectures. The selection of Wright is based on that it supports to represent not only the architectural structure but also the architectural behavior of a software architecture.
Below, we use a simple Wright architectural specication taken from [14] as a sample to briey introduce how to use Wright to represent a software architecture. The specication is showed in Figure 2 which models the system architecture of a Gas Station system [11] .
Representing Architectural Structure
Wright uses a conguration to describe architectural structure as graph of components and connectors.
Components are computation units in the system. In Wright, each component has an interface dened by a set of ports. Each port identies a point of interaction between the component and its environment.
Connectors are patterns of interaction between components. In Wright, each connector has an interface dened by a set of roles. Each role denes a participant of the interaction represented by the connector.
A W right architectural specication of a system is dened by a set of component and connector type denitions, a set of instantiations of specic objects of these types, and a set of attachments. Attachments specify which components are linked to which connectors.
For example, in Figure 2 there are three component type denitions, Customer, Cashier and Pump, and three connector type denitions, Customer_Cashier, Customer_Pump and Cashier_Pump. The conguration is composed of a set of instances and a set of attachments to specify the architectural structure of the system.
Representing Architectural Behavior
Wright models architectural behavior according to the signicant events that take place in the computation of components, and the interactions between com- ponents as described by the connectors. The notation for specifying event-based behavior is adapted from CSP [10] . Each CSP process denes an alphabet of events and the permitted patterns of events that the process may exhibit. These processes synchronize on common events (i.e., interact) when composed in parallel. Wright uses such process descriptions to describe the behavior of ports, roles, computations and glues. A computation specication species a component's behavior: the way in which it accepts certain events on certain ports and produces new events on those or other ports. Moreover, Wright uses an overbar to distinguish initiated events from observed events 3 . For example, the Customer initiates Pay action (i.e., pay!x) while the Cashier observes it (i.e., pay?x). A port specication species the local protocol with which the component interacts with its environment through that port. A role specication species the protocol that must be satised by any port that is attached to that role. Generally, a port need no have the same behavior as the role that it lls, but may c hoose to use only a subset of the connector capabilities. For example, the Customer role Gas and the Customer_Pump port Getoil are identical. A glue specication species how the roles of a connector interact with each other. For example, a Cashier_Pump tell (Tell.pump?x) must be transmitted to the Cashier_Pump know (Know.pump!x). As a result, based on formal Wright architectural specications, we can infer which ports of a component are input ports and which are output ports. Also, we can infer which roles are input roles and which are output roles. Moreover, the direction in which the information transfers between ports and/or roles can also be inferred based on the formal specication. As we will show in Section 5, such kinds of information can be used to construct the information ow graph for a software architecture for computing an architectural slice eciently.
In order to focus on the key ideas of architectural slicing, in this paper we assume that a software architecture be represented by a formal architectural specication which contains three basic types of design entities, namely, components whose interfaces are dened by a set of elements called ports, connectors whose interfaces are dened by a set of elements called roles and the conguration whose topology is declared by a set of elements called instances and attachments. Moreover, each component has a special element called computation and each connector has a special element called glue as we described above.
In the rest of the paper, we assume that an architectural specication P be denoted by ( C m ; C n ; c g ) where:
C m is the set of components in P , C n is the set of connectors in P , and c g is the conguration of P .
Motivation Example
We present a simple example to explain our approach on architectural slicing. The example also shows one application of architectural slicing, in which it is used in the impact analysis of software architectures.
Consider the Gas Station system whose architectural representation is shown in Figure 3 , and Wright specication is shown in Figure 2 . Suppose a maintainer needs to modify the component cashier in the architectural specication in order to satisfy some new design requirements. The rst thing the maintainer has to do is to investigate which components and connectors interact with component cashier through its ports Customer1, Customer2, and Topump. A common way is to manually check the source code of the specication to nd such information. However, it is very timeconsuming and error-prone even for a small size specication because there may be complex dependence relations between components in the specication. If the maintainer has an architectural slicer at hand, the work may probably be simplied and automated without the disadvantages mentioned above. In such a scenario, an architectural slicer is invoked, which takes as input:
(1) a complete architectural specication of the system, and (2) a set of ports of the component cashier, i.e., Customer1, Customer2 and Topump (this is an architectural slicing criterion). The slicer then computes a backward and forward architectural slice respectively with respect to the criterion and outputs them to the maintainer. A backward architectural slice is a partial specication of the original one which includes those components and connectors that might aect the component cashier through the ports in the criterion, and a forward architectural slice is a partial specication of the original one which includes those components and connectors that might be aected by the component cashier through the ports in the criterion. The other parts of the specication that might not aect or be affected by the component cashier will be removed, i.e., sliced away from the original specication. The maintainer can thus examine only the contents included in a slice to investigate the impact of modication. Using the algorithm we will present in Section 6, the slice shown in Figure 6 can be computed.
Architectural Slicing
Intuitively, a n architectural slice may be viewed as a subset of the behavior of a software architecture, similar to the original notion of the traditional static slice. However, while a traditional slice intends to isolate the behavior of a specied set of program variables, an architectural slice intends to isolate the behavior of a specied set of a component or connector's elements. Given an architectural specication P = ( C m ; C n ; c g ), our goal is to compute an architectural slice S p = ( C 0 m ; C 0 n ; c 0 g ) which should be a \sub-architecture" of P and preserve partially the semantics of P . T o dene the meanings of the word \sub-architecture," we i n troduce the concepts of a reduced component, connector and conguration. Denition 4.1 Let P = ( C m ; C n ; c g ) be a n a r chitectural specication and c m 2 C m , c n 2 C n , and c g be a c omponent, connector, and conguration of P respectively:
A reduced component of c m is a component c 0 m that is derived f r om c m by removing zero, or more elements from c m .
A reduced connector of c n i s a c onnector c 0 n that is derived f r om c n by removing zero, or more elements from c n .
A reduced conguration of c g is a conguration c 0 g that is derived f r om c g by removing zero, or more elements from c g .
The above denition showed that a reduced component, connector, or conguration of a component, connector, or conguration may equal itself in the case that none of its elements has been removed, or an empty component, connector, or conguration in the case that all its elements have been removed.
For example, the followings show a component Customer, a connector Customer_Cashier, and a conguration as well as their corresponding reduced component, connector, and conguration. The small rectangles represent those ports, roles, or instances and attachments that have been removed from the original component, connector, or conguration.
(1) The component Customer and its reduced component (with * mark) in which the port Gas and elements Gas.take and Gas.pump?x that are related to Gas in the computation have been removed.
Component Customer
Port Pay = p a y!x ! Pay Port Gas = take ! pump?x ! Gas Computation = P a y.pay!x ! Gas.take ! Gas Having the denitions of a reduced component, connector and conguration, we can dene the meaning of the word \sub-architecture". I n a W right architectural specication, for example, a component's interface is dened to be a set of ports which identify the form of the component interacting with its environment, and a connector's interface is dened to be a set of roles which identify the form of the connector interacting with its environment. To understand how a component i n teracts with other components and connectors for making changes, a maintainer must examine each port of the component o f i n terest. Moreover, it has been frequently emphasized that connectors are as important as components for architectural design, and a maintainer may also want to modify a connector during the maintenance. To satisfy these requirements, for example, we can dene a slicing criterion for a Wright architectural specication as a set of ports of a component or a set of roles of a connector of interest. Denition 4.3 Let P = ( C m ; C n ; c g ) be a n a r chitectural specication. A slicing criterion for P is a pair (c; E) such that:
1. c 2 C m and E is a set of elements of c, o r 2. c 2 C n and E is a set of elements of c.
Note that the selection of a slicing criterion depends on users' interests on what they want to examine. If they are interested in examining a component i n a n a rchitectural specication, they may use slicing criterion 1. If they are interested in examining a connector, they may use slicing criterion 2. Moreover, the determination of the set E also depends on users' interests on what they want to examine. If they want to examine a component, then E may be the set of ports or just a subset of ports of the component. If they want to examine a connector, then E may be the set of roles or just a subset of roles of the connector. Denition 4.4 Let P = ( C m ; C n ; c g ) be a n a r chitectural specication.
A backward architectural slice S bp = ( C 0 m ; C 0 n ; C 0 g ) of P on a given slicing criterion (c; E ) i s a r educed architectural specication of P which contains only those reduced c omponents, connectors, and conguration that might directly or indirectly aect the behavior of c through elements in E.
Backward-slicing an architectural specication P on a given slicing criterion is to nd the backward architectural slice o f P with respect to the criterion. Denition 4.5 Let P = ( C m ; C n ; c g ) be a n a r chitectural specication.
A forward architectural slice S f p = ( C 0 m ; C 0 n ; C 0 g ) of P on a given slicing criterion (c; E ) i s a r educed architectural specication of P which contains only those reduced c omponents, connectors, and conguration that might be directly or indirectly aected by the behavior of c through elements in E.
Forward-slicing an architectural specication P on a given slicing criterion is to nd the forward architectural slice o f P with respect to the criterion. From Denitions 4.4 and 4.5, it is obviously that there is at least one backward slice and at least one forward slice of an architectural specication that is the specication itself. Moreover, the architecture represented by S bp or S f p should be a \sub-architecture" of the architecture represented by P .
Dening an architectural slice as a reduced architectural specication of the original one is particularly useful for supporting architectural reuse. By using an architectural slicer, a system designer can automatically decompose an existing architecture (in the case that its architectural specication is available) into some small architectures each having its own functionality which may be reused in new system designs. Moreover, the view of an architectural slice as a reduced architectural specication dose not reduce its usefulness when applied Customer1
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The Information Flow Graph for Software Architectures
In this section, we present the architecture information ow graph for software architectures on which architectural slices can be computed eciently.
The architecture information ow graph is an arcclassied digraph whose vertices represent the ports of components and the roles of the connectors in an architectural specication, and arcs represent possible information ows between components and/or connectors in the specication. There are three types of information ow arcs in the AIFG, namely, component-connector ow arcs, connector-component ow arcs, and internal ow arcs.
Component-connector ow arcs are used to represent information ows between a port of a component and a role of a connector in an architectural specication. Informally, if there is an information ow from a port of a component to a role of a connector in the specication, then there is a component-connector ow arc in the AIFG which connects the corresponding port vertex to the corresponding role vertex. For example, from the Wright specication shown in Figure 2 , we can know that there is an information ow from the port Topump of the component cashier to the role Tell of the connector cashier_pump. Therefore there is a componentconnector ow arc in the AIFG in Figure 4 which connects the port vertex of port Topump to the role vertex of role Tell.
Connector-component ow arcs are used to represent information ows between a role of a connector and a port of a component in an architectural specication. Informally, if there is an information ow from a role of a connector to a port of a component in the specication, then there is a connector-component ow arc in the AIFG which connects the corresponding role vertex to the corresponding port vertex. For example, from the Wright specication in Figure 2 , we can know that there is an information ow from the role Know of the connector cashier_pump to the port Fromcashier of the component pump. Therefore, there is a connectorcomponent o w arc in the AIFG in Figure 4 which connects the role vertex for role Know to the port vertex for port Fromcashier. Internal ow arcs are used to represent i n ternal information ows within a component or connector in an architectural specication. Informally, for a component in the specication, there is an internal ow from an input port to an output port, and for a connector in the specication, there is an internal ow from an input role to an output role. For example, in Figure 2 , there is an internal ow from the role Givemoney to the role Getmoney of the connector Customer1_cashier and also an internal ow arc from the port Fromcashier to the port Oil1 of component pump.
As we introduced in Section 2, Wright uses CSPbased model to specify the behavior of a component and a connector of a software architecture. Wright allows user to infer which ports of a component are input and which are output, and which roles of a connector are input and which are output based on a Wright architectural specication. Moreover, it also allows user to infer the direction in which the information transfers between ports and/or roles. As a result, by using a static analysis tool which takes an architectural specication as its input, we can construct the AIFG of a Wright architectural specication automatically. Figure 4 shows the AIFG of the architectural specication in Figure 2 . In the gure, large squares represent components in the specication, and small squares represent the ports of each component. Each port vertex has a name described by component name.port name.
For example, pv5 ( cashier.Customer1) is a port vertex that represents the port Customer1 of the component cashier. Large circles represent connectors in the specication, and small circles represent the roles of each connector. Each role vertex has a name described by connector name.role name. F or example, rv5 (cashier_pump.Tell) is a role vertex that represents the role Tell of the connector cashier_pump. The complete specication of each vertex is shown on the right side of the gure.
Solid arcs represent component-connector ow arcs that connect a port of a component to a role of a connector. Dashed arcs represent connector-component ow arcs that connect a role of a connector to a port of a component. Dotted arcs represent internal ow arcs that connect two ports within a component (from an input port to an output port), or two roles within a connector (from an input role to an output role). 
Computing Architectural Slices
The slicing notions dened in Section 4 give us only a general view of an architectural slice, and do not tell us how to compute it. In this section we present a twophase algorithm to compute a slice of an architectural specication based on its information ow graph. Our algorithm contains two phases: (1) Computing a slice S g over the information ow graph of an architectural specication, and (2) Constructing an architectural slice S p from S g . 6.1 Computing a Slice over the AIFG Let P = ( C m ; C n ; c g ) b e a n a r c hitectural specication and G = ( V com ; V con ; C om; C on; I nt) be the AIFG of P . T o compute a slice over the G, w e rene the slicing notions dened in Section 4 as follows:
A slicing criterion for G i s a p air (c; V c ) such that: (1) c 2 C m and V c is a set of port vertices corresponding to the ports of c, o r ( 2 ) c 2 C n and V c is a set of role vertices corresponding to roles of c.
The backward slice S bg (c; V c ) of G on a given slicing criterion (c; V c ) is a subset of vertices of G such that for any vertex v of G, v 2 S bg (c; V c ) i there exists a path from v to v 0 2 V c in the AIFG.
The forward slice S f g (c; V c ) of G on a given slicing criterion (c; V c ) is a subset of vertices of G such that for any vertex v of G, v 2 S f g (c; V c ) i there exists a path from v 0 2 V c to v in the AIFG.
According to the above descriptions, the computation of a backward slice or forward slice over the AIFG can be solved by using an usual depth-rst or breathrst graph traversal algorithm to traverse the graph by taking some port or role vertices of interest as the start point of interest. Figure 5 shows a backward slice over the AIFG with respect to the slicing criterion (cashier; V c ) such that V c = fpv5; p v 6; p v 7g.
Computing an Architectural Slice
The slice S g computed above is only a slice over the AIFG of an architectural specication, which is a set of vertices of the AIFG. Therefore we should map each element in S g to the source code of the specication. Let P = ( C m ; C n ; c g ) b e a n a r c hitectural specication and G = ( V com ; V con ; C om; C on; I nt) be the AIFG of P . B y using the concepts of a reduced component, connector, and conguration introduced in Section 4, a slice S p = (C 0 m ; C 0 n ; c 0 g ) o f a n a r c hitectural specication P can be constructed in the following steps:
1. Constructing a reduced component c 0 m from a component c m by removing all ports such that their corresponding port vertices in G have not been included in S g and unnecessary elements in the computation from c m . The reduced components C 0 m in S p have the same relative order as the components C m in P . 2. Constructing a reduced connector c 0 n from a connector c n by removing all roles such that their corresponding role vertices in G have not been included in S g and unnecessary elements in the glue from c n . The reduced connectors C 0 n in S p have the same relative order as their corresponding connectors in P .
3. Constructing the reduced conguration c 0 g from the conguration c g by the following steps: Customer1_cashier.Getmoney rv3:
Customer2_cashier.Getmoney { The instances and attachments in the reduced conguration in S p have the same relative order as their corresponding instances and attachments in P . Figure 6 shows a backward slice of the Wright specication in Figure 2 with respect to the slicing criterion (cashier, E) such that E=fCustomer1, Customer2, Topumpg is a set of ports of component cashier. The small rectangles represent the parts of specication that have been removed, i.e., sliced away from the original specication. The slice is obtained from a slice over the AIFG in Figure 5 according to the mapping process described above. Figure 7 shows the architectural representation of the slice in Figure 6. 7 Related Work
Software Architecture Dependence Analysis
Perhaps, the most similar work with ours is that presented by Staord, Richardson and Wolf [19] , who introduced a software architecture dependence analysis technique, called chaining to support software architecture development such as debugging and testing. In chaining, links represent the dependence relationships that exist in an architectural specication. Links connect elements of the specication that are directly related, Figure 6 . producing a chain of dependences similar to a slice in traditional slicing that can be followed during analysis. Although their consideration is similar to ours, there are still some dierences between their work and ours. First, the slicing criterions are dierent. While Staord, Richardson, and Wolf dene a slicing criterion of an architectural specication as a set of ports of a component, we dened a slicing criterion as either a set of ports of a component or a set of roles of a connector of an architectural specication. This is because that in addition to modifying a component, in some cases, a maintainer may also want to modify a connector. Second, the types of architectural slices are dierent. Staord, Richardson, and Wolf compute an architectural slice that in- cludes only a set of components of an architectural specication, and therefore, it seems that their slices fail to capture the information concerning interactions between these components. In contrast, we compute an architectural slice that includes not only a set of components but also connectors (interactions between these components). Moreover, since our architectural slice is a reduced architectural specication of the original one and can also preserve the partial semantics of the original architectural specication, our slice is particularly useful in software architecture reuse.
Class Slicing for C++
Tip et.al [22] introduced an algorithm for slicing class hierarchies in C++ programs. Given a C++ class hierarchy (a collection of C++ class and inheritance relations among them) and a program that uses the hierar-chy, the algorithm eliminates from the hierarchy those data members, member of functions, classes, and inheritance relations that are unnecessary for ensuring that the semantics of the program is maintained. The class slicing has the benet of allowing unused components of classes to be eliminated in applications that do not use those components. In this aspect, our work is strongly inspired by their work in the sense that we also want t o use architectural slicing to remove u n used components at the architectural level of software systems to narrow the domain on which reasoning about bugs is performed during the debugging at the architectural level.
Generalized Slicing
Another work beyond traditional slicing is presented by Sloane and Holdsworth [20] . They observed that two assumptions implicit in the denition of a traditional slice for programs written in imperative programming languages: (1) that variables and statements are concepts of the programming language in which program is written, and (2) that slices consist only of statements. For a language that does not have v ariables and statements, for example, a compiler specication language, traditional slicing does not make sense. To solve this problem, they introduced the generalized slicing as an extension of the traditional slicing by replacing variables with arbitrary named program entities and statements with arbitrary program constructs. This allows them to perform the slicing of non-imperative programs. Our work has a similar goal with theirs, but focuses specially on software architectures.
Concluding Remarks
We i n troduced a new form of slicing, named architectural slicing to aid architectural understanding and reuse. In contrast to the traditional slicing, architectural slicing is designed to operate on the architectural specication of a software system, rather than the source code of a program. Architectural slicing provides knowledge about the high-level structure of a software system, rather than the low-level implementation details of a program. In order to compute an architectural slice, we presented the architecture information ow graph to explicitly represent information ows in a formal architectural specication. Based on the graph, we gave a two-phase algorithm to compute an architectural slice.
While our initial exploration used Wright as the architecture description language, the concept and approach of architectural slicing are languageindependent. However, the implementation of an architectural slicing tool may dier from one architecture description language to another because each language has its own structure and syntax which must be handled carefully.
In architectural description languages, in addition to provide both a conceptual framework and a concrete syntax for characterizing software architectures, they also provide tools for parsing, displaying, compiling, analyzing, or simulating architectural specications written in their associated language. However, existing language environments provide no tools to support architectural understanding, maintenance, testing, and reuse from an engineering viewpoint. We believe that some static analysis tools such as an architectural slicing tool introduced in this paper and an architectural dependence analysis tool [19, 26] should be provided by any ADL as an essential means to support these development activities.
As future work, we would like to extend our approach presented here to handle other constructs in Wright language such as styles which were not considered here, and also to extend our approach to handle the slicing problem for other architecture description languages such as Rapide, ACME, and UniCon. To demonstrate the usefulness of our slicing approach, we are imple-menting a slicer for Wright architectural descriptions to support architectural level understanding and reuse. The next step for us is to perform some experiments to evaluate the usefulness of architectural slicing in practical development of software architectures.
